1. A hand-held analyte-localization device operated with a mild level of applied vacuum. 2. The particular hydrodynamic design enables analyte localization on various substrates. 3. The device is fabricated by 3D printing, allowing for rapid, low-cost production. 4. The devised technology was shown to localize analytes effectively on substrates, cells blocks and human tissues sections.
Introduction
Surface biochemistry is critical in several areas pertaining to biomedical diagnostics [1] [2] [3] , cell biology [4] [5] [6] , and drug screening [7] [8] [9] , for example. In conventional biochemistry laboratories, the entire biological sample is exposed to a reagent of interest to produce a certain result or to make a diagnosis (see figure 1A) . In recent years, the concept of analyte localization has been introduced to perform, for example, multiplexed surface biochemistry with high spatial resolution 10 . With localization, only confined regions on the sample will be exposed to each reagent, resulting in reduced sample and reagent consumption, multiplexing potential, and enhanced mass transfer. In addition, high-resolution localization presents new possibilities such as single-cell studies (see figure 1B) . Micropipettes 11, 12 , nanopipettes [13] [14] [15] , microfluidic probes [16] [17] [18] [19] , and scanning probe microscopy (SPM)-based instruments, such as atomic force microscope (AFM) dip-pen 2, 20 , nanofountain probe 21, 22 and FluidFM [23] [24] [25] , are all examples of technologies developed to perform localized micro-and nano-scale processing on substrates.
The localization techniques introduced to-date are technically sophisticated, and there is tremendous merit in their use within modern laboratory settings. However, they simply cannot be used as flexible, handheld, point-of-use tools. Therefore, there remains a gap for the development of a portable, simple-tooperate, point-of-use analyte-localization technology. A major roadblock to achieving such a system is the need for sophisticated bulky motorized stages and flow-control systems, such as syringe pumps and pressure controllers, and electricity. Another obstacle is the complexity of operation and the need for expert skills to calibrate and operate the technologies. Furthermore, widespread use of such localization instruments is hampered by the cost and tedious microfabrication processes involved in their development. An ideal point-of-use localization technology must overcome the above-mentioned obstacles in order to become a simple, flexible and portable tool. The schematics in figure 1D describe and envision such a system. Of course, such a system can potentially also have a reduced resolution and precision compared with full-scale laboratory tools.
We present a hand-held analyte-localization device (hALD) that requires only a single vacuum input supplied through a portable vacuum source to operate. In designing the hALD, we have taken advantage of a set of hydraulic and hydrodynamic principles and features that enable analyte localization. The particular hydrodynamic design of the hALD and its processing apex enable semi-passive localization of an analyte on various surfaces upon contact with its apex, thus allowing flexible hand-held operation of the device without a need for precision motorized stages or other types of sophisticated holders. Furthermore, our devised technology is suited for manual operation on substrates of varying topology without the need for extremely flat or smooth surfaces or extensive alignment and calibration, a capability that has not been present in the previously-invented analyte localization techniques. Vacuum required for hALD operation can be supplied using mechanical or battery-operated sources that are portable, allowing point-of-use operation for field applications with no need for compressed air or electricity.
In this paper, we first introduce the working principle and design rules for our localization device, and then present analytical and numerical models describing the consumption rate and mass transport in hALD (section 2). We perform detailed hydrodynamic analysis of hALD operation, and describe variations in analyte-consumption rate as a function of the applied vacuum, the channel network geometry and the pressure head of the reservoir during operation. Using computational models, we demonstrate effective mass transport from hALD's apex to the substrate at all vacuum levels applied. In section 3, we validate our hALD technology experimentally: we describe the experimental procedures and showcase a representative application of hALD for surface localization and spotting. Surface spotting is done through localization of a solution containing rhodamine on a polydimethylsiloxane and latex substrates. A) Conventional wet-bench biochemistry requiring the entire biological substrate for a specific test. B) Localization of multiple tests, such as multiple immunostaining using various biomarkers, performed on the same sample, thereby being conservative of samples and reagents. C) Current state-ofthe-art localization techniques have been developed for localization, but require extensive infrastructure and accessories, largely rendering them usable only in modern laboratory settings and by trained laboratory personnel. D) View of an ideal localization technique that is simple to operate, portable and truly point-ofuse, similar to pipettes used in life-sciences laboratories.
Design of the hALD
A rendered embodiment of our hand-held analyte-localization device is shown in figure 2A and B. As demonstrated in figure 2 , the technology is self-contained with an integrated analyte reservoir and a vacuum port for supplying the negative pressure to localize the reagent at a recessed and textured processing apex (figure 2B). Within the hALD, there is a network of microchannels or capillaries (see figure 2C ) that helps guide the analyte to the surface (injection line) and confine and remove the injected analyte and the immersion liquid from the surface (vacuum or aspiration line). The channel dimensions and elevation with respect to the surface have been optimized to ensure effective localization and analyte transport to the processing substrate.
The network of channels within the hALD is divided to four functional units: 1) The siphon channel is directly connected to the reservoir: the elevation difference must be designed to prevent unwanted analyte leakage while enabling flow from the reservoir when needed.
2) The recessed apex containing the injection and aspiration apertures (shown in figure 2B, bottom): six aspiration apertures distributed uniformly in the periphery of the injection aperture ensure uniform removal of the injected analyte and immersion liquid. 3) Eight-spoke-configuration apex channels designed to collect a surface immersion liquid. The radial inward flow of the immersion liquid helps sample localization. However, the localization will not be disrupted in the absence of an immersion liquid. In addition, the apex channels act as a release valve, attenuating the applied vacuum and helping to maintain a relatively steady consumption rate even in the presence of sharp vacuum fluctuations that occur when using manual or portable sources of vacuum. This passive flow-control ability sets the hALD apart from closed-channel systems, such as the continuous-flow microspotter (CFM) 26 . 4) The vacuum or aspiration channel that removes the injected analyte and collected immersion liquid.
The operation protocol of the hALD comprises sample loading in the reservoir, flow initiation in the injection channel, and finally manual handling of the localized analyte on the substrate. Here, we analyze the hydrodynamics of the analyte in each stage of hALD operation, complete with equations and a mathematical description of the link between the pressure drop, the hydraulic head, and the flowrates. Schematics of the hALD apex in contact with a substrate, localizing an analyte (shown in red) on the immersed substrate. Immersion liquid and the analyte from the reservoir meet at the apex of the hALD, localizing the analyte. The eight apex channels, shown in the schematic, collect the substrate-immersion liquid and form an analyte confinement on the substrate. C) The hydraulic design of the device consisting of a reservoir to store the analyte, an S-shaped siphon channel to prevent unwanted leakage from the reservoir, a vacuum channel that aspirates the injected analyte and immersion liquid, and a recessed apex containing the injection and aspiration apertures engulfed by apex channels that collect the immersion liquid (see figure 2B , bottom). D) Hydraulic circuit of the hALD showing the resistances and pressures that affect the hydrodynamic performance of the technology. E) Cross sections of the channel shapes used in the hALD design and their associated dimensions; the injection and vacuum channels are circular, whereas the apex channels are rectangular with a height of H and a width of W. F) Evolution of the analyte flow from the moment the analyte is loaded into the reservoir until it is localized on a substrate. When the analyte is loaded into the reservoir, the analyte-air interface spontaneously enters the injection channel with wetting channel walls, and proceeds further in the channel until it stops in the siphon S-channel. To move beyond this point, an applied external vacuum is needed, but once the interface flows beyond the S-channel, it will continue flowing even in the absence of an external vacuum source.
In the initial step of operation, the reservoir is filled with the liquid analyte, which is drawn into the reservoir capillary by interfacial forces between the liquid and the air ( figure 2F, left) . Without an externally applied pressure, the meniscus will advance in the capillary siphon (S-channel) until it reaches the hydraulic level in the reservoir (figure 2F, middle). At this point, the flow is stopped, preventing an inadvertent passive leakage of the analyte onto the surface. To drive the meniscus past this point and into the main injection channel of the hALD, a negative pressure of a magnitude equal to or greater than the difference in the pressure head between the reservoir and the highest point of the S-channel (i.e., y) is needed: * ≤ − .
This implies that initially the vacuum applied should be sufficiently strong to induce a negative pressure smaller than -ρgy on the gas-liquid meniscus to overcome the pressure head in the S-channel and fill the injection channel. Once the entire injection capillary is filled with liquid, the liquid will continue to flow because of the hydraulic head, so that the requirement in equation (1) is no longer valid. At this stage, the hydraulic circuit in figure 2D applies, and the consumption flowrate from the reservoir towards the Schannel can be written as
We assume that the center of the hALD apex where the injection line, the vacuum line and the eight evenly distributed apex channels meet is small enough to be considered a point with a common pressure Ps. With this assumption, the flowrate for the injection line between the siphon and the apex can be calculated from the following relationship:
For the vacuum line between the apex and the vacuum port, we can obtain the flowrate as
The flow of immersion liquid drawn from outside of the apex through the eight apex channels can be determined from the following equation:
Note that fluid flow in the above equations is assumed to be directed towards the vacuum line. From the law of conservation of mass, we can determine the following relationship between the flowrates in the hydrodynamic circuit of the hALD:
For a known applied vacuum pressure (i.e., Pv) at the vacuum port of the hALD, we can organize the governing hydraulic equations as 
Equation ( 
Solving the above system of equations analytically, the hydrodynamic characteristics of the hALD are determined. From equation (8), the solution for the consumption rate, Q1, as a function of the hydraulic resistances and the applied vacuum (Pv) is derived as:
Equation (9) suggests a linear relationship between the rate of consumption and the applied vacuum and Therefore an increase in rate of consumption increase with the the applied vacuum (Pv).
To design and optimize the dimensions of the flow channels, all hydraulic resistances (i.e., R1, R2, and R3) in (8) and (9) must be quantified in terms of the geometrical dimensions of hALD. The hydraulic resistance of microchannels has been widely studied, and analytical and empirical relationships are available in the literature. In our design procedure, we calculated the resistance for rectangular channels with width W, height H and length L from the following relationship described in detail elsewhere 27 :
For circular channels with diameter d and length L, we determine the resistance as
Combining equations (8), (10) and (11) and iteratively solving the system of equations, we determined the flowrates and pressures within the hALD for a wide range of channel dimensions, and selected a desirable set of dimensions that matched our flowrate requirements. Plots of the consumption rate versus applied vacuum (Pv) for various dimensions of the injection channel (d1) and the vacuum channel (d2) and the apex height (H) are presented in figure 3A -C. Based on the design calculation, we adopted a hALD design with d1 = 500 µm, d2 = 300 µm and H = 200 µm. In addition, for the hALD design adopted, we quantified the flowrate variations induced by variations in the analyte level in the reservoir as analyte is being consumed during operation under a constant vacuum (i.e., variable y, constant Pv). The flowrate variation due to analyte consumption is plotted in figure 3D for various magnitudes of applied vacuum.
Figure 3. Analytically-derived characterization of operational parameters. (A)
Analytically obtained analyte consumption rate plotted against the applied vacuum for various diameters of the injection channel while keeping the dimensions of the vacuum channel and the apex channels constant (d2 = 300 µm and H = 200 µm). As shown in the plot, the consumption rate increases with a greater slope than the injection channel diameter does. (B) Consumption rate plotted against applied vacuum for various vacuum channel diameters, d2, while maintaining the dimensions of the injection and apex channels constant (d1 = 500 µm and H = 200 µm). With increased channel diameter (i.e., decreased resistance), the rate of consumption rises more sharply (i.e., exhibits a steeper slope). (C) Consumption flowrate plotted against applied vacuum pressure for various apex channel heights, H, while maintaining the dimensions of the injection and vacuum channels constant (d1 = 500 µm, d2 = 300 µm). As shown in the plot, the consumption rate at large channel heights is defined by the pressure head of the analyte in the reservoir and is independent of the applied vacuum. D) Variation in consumption rate as the analyte is being consumed and the analyte level in the reservoir drops (i.e., y grows). As expected, the consumption rate drops for all applied vacuum levels as the analyte in the reservoir is being consumed.
A 3D axisymmetric numerical simulation of the hALD was performed in ANSYS Multiphysics to ensure that the analyte remains both localized and in contact with the substrate under various applied vacuum levels and will not flood the substrate or detach from the surface, which would result in a loss of effective surface processing. The results of the numerical models are presented in figure 3B . The analysis is performed for three different apex heights (H = 200 µm, 500 µm and 1000 µm). As shown in figure 4 , the analyte will flood the surface for all apex heights when the vacuum level is not sufficient to localize the analyte effectively. Beyond a threshold vacuum level ranging from PS = -2.5 Pa to -5 Pa, the analyte is effectively localized as shown by the sharp step in the concertation distribution on the substrate. The numerical results demonstrate that for all three designs, analyte detachment will not occur even at very high vacuum levels (Pv = 1 atm  100 kPa). This inherent lack of sensitivity to the applied vacuum levels will ensure a robust performance of hALD, which will not be disrupted by fluctuations in the applied vacuum as long as a required minimum level of vacuum is maintained (PS = -2.5 Pa to -5 Pa). (7)). The radial distance from center of the apex is denoted by X. (C) Normalized concentration distribution for hALD with H = 500 µm, showing a similar trend as (B) with effective analyte localization and surface contact for pressures below PS = 4 Pa, corresponding to Pv = 31.80 kPa. (D) Normalized concentration plots of hALD having an apex recession of H = 1 mm. The effective localization and contact are established at PS = 5 Pa (~ Pv = 39.3 kPa), but contact with the surface is lost for apex pressures lower than PS = 15 Pa as obtained using computational models. However, for this value of H, PS = 15 Pa is not achievable, even at Pv = 100 kPa, which is the lowest achievable vacuum level (from equation (7)).
Experimental
In this section, we demonstrate experimentally the effectiveness and utility of our technique for analyte localization on surfaces and for substrate patterning. Moreover, we discuss device fabrication and operation as well as the materials and methods adopted in performing the experiments.
Material and methods
The devices were designed in CAD software and 3D-printed (3D Labs, St. Georgen, Germany) in an acrylic photopolymer. Thin layers of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and of latex were used as the substrates for analyte-localization and substrate-patterning experiments. PDMS and latex were appropriate choices of substrate material as they can readily be stained through contact with a solution containing rhodamine 28, 29 . To visualize the localized analyte and to stain and form spots on the PDMS and latex substrates, 0.5 mM solutions of rhodamine and fluorescein in deionized water were used as the analyte. Deionized water was used as the immersion liquid covering all substrates tested. The hALD was connected to a vacuum source via 0.25" rubber tubing connected to the vacuum port of the hALD without fittings or adapters. The applied vacuum was moderate in strength and maintained between zero and 10 kPa using a vacuum gauge to represent the vacuum level producible with small, portable vacuum sources. Human breast tumor tissue slides (ProSci Incorporated, Poway, CA, USA) and MCF7 breast cancer cell line blocks (CellMax™ FFPE Control Cell Line Block, AMS Biotechnology Ltd, Bioggio-Lugano, Switzerland) were used in cell and tissue staining experiments with hALD. A hematoxylin solution (Aqueous Hematoxylin, GeneTex, Inc., Irvine, CA, USA) was used to stain tissue sections and cell blocks.
Results and discussion
Our hALD experiments focused on two main objectives: first, to verify complete and effective localization of the injected analyte through visualization of the analyte confinement at the hALD's apex and secondly, to study and verify transport and the effective surface contact of the injected analyte by producing rhodamine spots on PDMS and latex substrates.
In accordance with the design concept of the hALD, the experimental setup was simple and portable. The hALD was connected to vacuum via rubber tubing, and the rhodamine solution was fed into the reservoir using a pipette. Immersion liquid (i.e., DI water) was supplied to the substrate to keep the processing surface immersed at all times. An image of the experimental setup consisting of the hALD connected to the vacuum via tubing is shown in figure 5A . The schematic in figure 5B describes the two-step operation procedure of the hALD: the liquid analyte is loaded into the reservoir, and the vacuum is applied to localize the analyte on the substrate. The simple operation procedure renders the hALD readily applicable by laboratory personnel with minimal training or technical or engineering knowhow. The complete operation procedure of the hALD for staining a thin layer of latex with an aqueous solution of rhodamine is shown from beginning to end in supplementary video 1.
A fluorescent microscopy image of the localized fluorescent analyte in contact with the substrate is reproduced in figure 5C . In addition, a fluorescent microscopy video of the localized fluorescein solution in contact with a glass substrate is available as supplementary video 2. As demonstrated in supplementary video 2, the localization of analytes using the hALD was stable and robust despite manual operation and the movements and instabilities that inherently occur during manual operation of instruments.
To demonstrate successful surface processing and patterning using the hALD, we performed rhodamine staining experiments on a PDMS layer as substrate. The resulting stained footprint is shown in figure 5D . The stained spot is irregular in shape owing to the hand-held nature of the operation that inevitably induces minor vibrations and movements in the apex of the device, resulting in a movement of the analyte confinement and the irregular shape of the footprint. However, for applications requiring surface biopatterning and diagnostics, such as immunoassays or immunohistochemistry, the shape of the footprint is not a critical factor and will not alter the end results. As shown in figure 5D , the footprint size in the hALD is predominantly defined by the dimensions and the arrangement of the injection and aspiration channels. In our hALD design, it was nearly 1 mm as intended by our choice of channel size and distribution. However, it is possible to achieve various footprint sizes as needed for different applications by performing design optimization using the governing hydrodynamic equations in (7). To demonstrate the utility and applicability of hALD with biological samples, we performed hematoxylin staining experiments using hALD and two sets of biological samples: human breast tumor tissue sections and MCF7 breast cancer cell-line blocks. The schematic in figure 6A illustrates the experimental procedure: to produce a single hematoxylin spot, hALD reservoir was loaded with 100 µl of hematoxylin solution and the vacuum level was set to ensure an analyte consumption rate of nearly 3 µl/s which resulted in reservoir depletion within 30 seconds. The hALD was then placed and held manually on the tissue or cell-block samples, immersed in water, for a duration of 30 seconds. Thereafter, the hALD was removed and the stained samples were imaged under a microscope. Figure 6B -E demonstrate the hematoxylin staining results. Figure 6B and C present the stained breast tissue sample under 4× and 20× magnification respectively while figure 6D and E demonstrate the stained cell-block results. As shown in figure 6 , hALD successfully confined hematoxylin on both the tissue and cell samples and created a confined stained spot with no contamination to the surrounding areas or physical damage to the sample itself. The results in figure  6 confirm that hALD can be used safely and effectively for performing rapid point-of-use localized biochemistry on biological samples. 
Concluding remarks and outlook
We introduced a hand-held analyte-localization device that is suitable for point-of-use applications thanks to its passive design that can be operated with only a low-level applied vacuum and maintains a relatively uniform consumption rate. We presented the hydrodynamic design of the technology and outlined key features that ensure robust performance in the surface localization of analytes. We confirmed and validated our analytical findings with numerical simulations that demonstrated complete and effective surface localization of analytes using our choice of design configuration. We demonstrated analyte localization using our hand-held device through fluorescent-flow visualization of localized fluorescent analytes. Furthermore, we demonstrated successful surface staining using our hALD technology by creating sub-millimetre-sized rhodamine spots on PDMS and latex surfaces. We showcased hALD utility for performing point-of-use localized biochemistry on biological samples by locally staining breast tissue sections and cell-blocks with a hematoxylin solution using hALD. We envision our device to offer new opportunities for performing localized biochemistry in both laboratory and field settings with low-level battery-powered or manual vacuum sources as the only requisite equipment for effective analyte localization. The hand-held design concept and ease of operation pave the way for the hALD to be used as a common laboratory tool for localized surface processing. The potential versatility of the hALD is further reinforced by its ease of fabrication in polymeric materials using readily available techniques such as 3D printing. We envision that achieving footprint sizes below 50 µm with hALD technologies will become possible as 3D-printing technology evolves. 
